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Synofzik et al, 2019, Neuron

priority:
1. druggable ataxias:
e.g. SCA3, SCA1, NPC, COQ8A, splice mutation ataxias for n-of-1 ASOs

2. trial-ready ataxias 
e.g. ARSACS,  SPG7, RFC1

Genetic stratification is key to ataxia trial-readiness:

from DIAGNOSTICS to THERANOSTICS



ataxia genetics: the current status

RFC1

• single gene sequencing (=Sanger sequencing) not really helpful➔NGS needed! 

• any „hardwired“ NGS panel is out of date already at time of sequencing

➔ exome first strategy!

Synofzik et al, 2019, Neuron



ataxia genetics: the current status

➔ FA and RFC1: >40% all recessive ataxias !

NGS

= CAG repeat SCAs:

not covered by NGS!

autosomal-dominant ataxias
(SCAs)

autosomal-recessive ataxias
(ARCAs)

= FA repeat

not covered by NGS!

+RFC1  repeat

➔ SCA 1,2,3 and 6: >70% of all dominant ataxias !



The following statement about ataxia genetics is true:

Repeat expansions in ataxias

1. are much rarer than e.g. in ALS, HSP or FTD

2. account for the most frequent autosomal-dominant and autosomal-recessive ataxias

3. have now already all been identified, with no new repeat ataxias in the last 3 years
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Understanding NGS diagnostics

Stephan Zuchner, MD, PhD



MANY genes can cause ataxia
Filippo M. Santorelli and colleagues
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The diagnostic gap in ataxias is still substantial



Monkol Lek, Daniel McArthur Excess of rare variation in the human genome at population level



ACMG criteria https://www.acmg.net/docs/Standards_Guidelines_for_the_Interpretation_of_Sequence_Variants.pdf



The challenge

Every exome contains:

- ~20,000 coding variants
- several hundred variants never seen before
- False positive variants calls
- False negative variants calls

Goal is to find the ONE disease causing change



Filtering of coding variation  

What are reasonable filters to consider (without eliminating the disease variant)?

1. Inheritance pattern

- Family history may give essential clues to dominant or recessive inheritance, 
consanguinity (always take careful family history)

2. Quality of variations

- Low quality variants may be false positive ‘calls’; exclude low coverage and low 
genotype quality calls



Filtering of coding variation  

What are reasonable filters to consider (without eliminating the disease variant)?

3. Minor allele frequency (MAF) in the population

- A rare disease (prevalence <<1:1,000) especially caused by multiple different genes 
(locus heterogeneity) and many different mutations per gene (allele heterogeneity) 
cannot be caused by a variant that is present in 20% of all people in a population -> 
otherwise the disease prevalence would be higher

- For recessive cases: Minor allele frequency typically less than 1% in controls

- For dominant cases: Minor allele frequency typically 0% in controls



Example: recessive ataxia family (AAD-CAE-JUL-252-003) 

Inheritance pattern

Allele frequency

Quality

Known ataxia genes only

https://app.tgp-foundation.org/samples/97f1143f-3996-4dad-8cad-cd5511c52e59
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GENESIS demo of additional details

Q&A
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PREPARE GENESIS. The world’s largest collaborative ataxia  

pipeline
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The power of global NGS ataxia data aggregation: example 
PNPLA6

Boucher Neuhäuser Syndrome

Gordon Holmes Syndrome

November 1907, BRAIN

Synofzik et al, 2014, BRAIN

PNPLA6 (phospholipid remodelling enyzme)

hypogonadism chorioretinal dystrophycerebellar atrophy



The power of global NGS ataxia data aggregation: PRDX3

Rebelo et al, 2021, BRAIN



3 key collaborative NGS platforms used by the AGI

GENESIS GPAP CAGC

➔ full systematic overview table ready for circulation for all AGI members

year 2011

ATX NGS datasets

go-live date year 2015 year 2020

2409 1746 548

17new ATX genes
number not 
actively tracked

1
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Better public resources



Machine learning in neural networks (MAVERICK)

• We have created a 
transformer based neural 
network to predict 
pathogenicity

• Currently tested within 
GENESIS

• Machine assist of human 



Pathogenicity simulation of all possible changes in diseases genes

Known pathogenic or benign variants in SPAST



>80  Mendelian gene discoveries.      ~200 citations 70 phenotypes (mostly neuromuscular/ 

neurodegenerative)

Global rare disease database GENESIS with >16,000 datasets



GENESIS: a success story of a collaborative ataxia NGS pipeline





Rare Variant Burden on HSP and CMT genes

2020

Dana Bis, PhD
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THANK YOU! ☺


